Study Highlights**WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?**☑ A huge interindividual variability exists in the extent of drug--drug interactions (DDIs), which might be attributed to intrinsic factors affecting drug pharmacokinetics, among them genetic polymorphisms.**WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?**☑ Can physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modeling be used to predict the effect of cytochrome P450 (CYP) *CYP2D6* genetic polymorphisms on the extent of DDIs?**WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?**☑ The study demonstrated the good performance of PBPK modeling to predict the effect of *CYP2D6* genetic polymorphisms on DDIs using verified initial models and rich pharmacokinetic profiles from dedicated genetic trials to predict the effect of genotype on drug and substrate exposures.**HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE DRUG DISCOVERY, DEVELOPMENT, AND/OR THERAPEUTICS?**☑ Using PBPK modeling to predict the combination of intrinsic (age, organ impairment, genetic polymorphism) and extrinsic factors might help to detect individuals at higher risk of clinically significant DDIs. Future integration of PBPK models in advanced computerized physician order entry systems may therefore help to increase the predictive values of DDI alerts, thereby increasing confidence in model‐informed precision medicine.

 {#psp412411-sec-0002}

Drug--drug interactions (DDIs) are of particular clinical interest because of their high prevalence among polymorbid patients and their potential deleterious clinical implications, frequently leading to hospitalizations.[1](#psp412411-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"} In particular, cytochromes P450 (CYPs) explain a great amount of pharmacokinetic (PK) DDIs, many drugs being substrates and/or inhibitors or inducers of CYPs. Among them, CYP2D6 is of major clinical relevance as it metabolizes around 20% of marketed drugs and is characterized by a huge interindividual variability, which is mostly explained by genetic polymorphisms (\>100 variant alleles have been described so far).[2](#psp412411-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} Despite the development of DDI prediction tools integrated in computerized physician order entry systems, it still remains difficult to predict the clinical relevance of potential DDIs, as shown by the significant discrepancy between the high prevalence of potential DDIs and the low prevalence of actual DDIs leading to clinical harm.[3](#psp412411-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"} Indeed, a large interindividual variability exists in the extent of CYP‐mediated DDIs, which might be explained by intrinsic factors, such as age, sex, comorbidities, and genetic polymorphisms.[4](#psp412411-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} As an example, the extent in the increase of area under the curve (AUC) for venlafaxine when coadministered with quinidine can vary by a 20‐fold factor in normal metabolizers of CYP2D6.[5](#psp412411-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"} Therefore, it seems crucial to identify other covariables responsible for this huge variability. This work proposes to use physiologically‐based PK (PBPK) modeling to identify individuals at a higher risk of DDIs because of genetic polymorphisms in metabolic enzymes. When the models with genetic data are optimized and fully validated, they can be implemented in computerized physician order entry systems to improve therapeutic management at an individual level. Such a model‐informed approach will be increasingly used to improve the efficacy and safety of a treatment for an individual patient.

After several decades of extensive investigations, pharmacogenetic testing is currently being evaluated for routine implementation.[6](#psp412411-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} It was reported that more than 90% of the population carry at least one actionable genetic variant.[7](#psp412411-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} These genetic variants can affect the safety and/or efficacy of some drugs. As an example, genetic polymorphisms of *CYP2D6* have been shown to affect the clinical outcomes of drug treatments by tamoxifen, opioid analgesics (tramadol, codeine, oxycodone), and antidepressants and antipsychotics.[8](#psp412411-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"} However, not all genetic polymorphisms and medications are responsible for therapeutic accidents. Drugs with a narrow therapeutic window merit special attention, and the addition of other factors such as liver or kidney diseases may potentiate the impact and clinical relevance of DDIs. In addition, recent evidence suggests an impact of genetic polymorphism on the extent of DDIs.[9](#psp412411-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#psp412411-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} The CYP2D6 activity score (AS) system developed by Gaedigk *et al*.[11](#psp412411-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"} is used to predict a CYP2D6 phenotype from genetic data. According to the Clinical Pharmacogenetic Implementation Consortium, ASs from 1 to 2 predict the extensive metabolizer phenotype.[12](#psp412411-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"} We recently highlighted the differential magnitude of DDIs between homozygous carriers of two fully functional alleles (AS2) and heterozygous carriers of one fully functional with one nonfunctional allele (AS1). Indeed, the AUC ratio of dextromethorphan with paroxetine was about twofold higher in the AS2 subjects when compared with the AS1 subjects.[10](#psp412411-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}

PBPK models divide the body into physiologically meaningful compartments in which drug‐dependent (e.g., physico‐chemical properties and *in vitro* data), physiology‐dependent (e.g., physiology, ethnicity, gender, and genetics), and trial‐dependent (e.g., dose regimen and concomitant medication) components are taken into account to predict the PK and pharmacodynamics of drugs in special populations. Recently, PBPK models have shown their ability to predict DDI scenarios involving intrinsic factors such as ethnicity or genetic polymorphisms in drugs undergoing multiple clearance pathways.[13](#psp412411-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#psp412411-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}

Therefore, the aim of the present work was to evaluate the ability of PBPK modeling to predict the extent of CYP2D6‐mediated DDIs in the presence of genetic polymorphisms using available rich PK data in different genotypes. This work addresses the issue of the variability in the extent of DDIs explained by genetic polymorphisms that help identify individuals at a higher risk of DDIs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the usefulness of PBPK in predicting gene--drug--drug interactions (GDDIs) with specific inhibitors of CYP2D6---duloxetine, paroxetine, and fluoxetine---as well as the specific substrates dextromethorphan, tolterodine, and risperidone.

Materials and Methods {#psp412411-sec-0003}
=====================

General {#psp412411-sec-0004}
-------

All simulations were performed using the PBPK modeling software Simcyp version 17 (Certara, Princeton, NJ). The models for dextromethorphan, dextrorphan, tolterodine, and fluoxetine were used as provided by the software and modified if required using available clinical data (see **Data** [**S1**](#psp412411-sup-0002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A model for duloxetine was built based on available *in vitro* and clinical data. The risperidone model was taken from Vieira *et al*.[13](#psp412411-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} All simulations used for model verification perform 10 trials of a given number of subjects.

Duloxetine model development and verification {#psp412411-sec-0005}
---------------------------------------------

An initial PBPK model for duloxetine was built using available physicochemical, *in vitro*, and clinical data as described in **Table ** [1](#psp412411-tbl-0001){ref-type="table"}. First‐order absorption and full PBPK models using the Rodgers and Rowland equation[15](#psp412411-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#psp412411-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"} to predict distribution volume were used. CYP1A2‐mediated and CYP2D6‐mediated intrinsic clearances were calculated using the retrograde calculator provided by the software, assuming that the metabolic clearance of duloxetine was mediated by CYP1A2 and CYP2D6 only.[17](#psp412411-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"} A clinical study that evaluated the exposure change of duloxetine following steady‐state administration of paroxetine[18](#psp412411-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} was used to predict the fraction of duloxetine clearance mediated by CYP2D6 (fm~CYP2D6~) from the mechanistic static equation,[19](#psp412411-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"} as follows: $$fm_{CYP2D6} = \;\frac{1 - AUCR_{obs}}{AUCR_{obs} \cdot \left( {\frac{k_{deg,CYP2D6,\; h}}{k_{deg,CYP2D6,h} + \;\frac{\left\lbrack I \right\rbrack_{h}\; \cdot \; k_{inact}}{\left\lbrack I \right\rbrack_{h} + \; K_{I}}} - 1} \right)}$$

###### 

Input parameters for duloxetine model

  Parameter                            Value                  Source
  ------------------------------------ ---------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------
  Molecular weight (g/mol)             297.4                  Drugbank
  LogP                                 4.258                  Ref. [47](#psp412411-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}
  pKa                                  10.02                  Ref. [47](#psp412411-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}
  B/P                                  0.8655146              Predicted
  fu                                   0.09                   Ref. [47](#psp412411-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}
  ka (hour^−1^)                        0.168                  Ref. [17](#psp412411-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}
  fa                                   1                      Assumed based on Ref. [17](#psp412411-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}
  Lag time (hour)                      2                      Ref. [48](#psp412411-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}
  fu~Gut~                              0.01508821             Predicted
  *Q* ~Gut~ (L/hour)                   17.84978               Predicted
  *P* ~eff~,man (10^−4^ cm/second)     8.752659               Predicted with PSA and HBD
  PSA (Å^2^)                           21.26                  Drugbank
  HBD                                  1                      Drugbank
  *V* ~ss~ (L/kg)                      8.14                   Ref. [20](#psp412411-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}
  CLint~CYP2D6~ (μL/minute/pmol CYP)   13.33                  Retrograde model
  CLint~CYP1A2~ (μL/minute/pmol CYP)   3.21                   Retrograde model
  CL~add~ = CL~bile~ (L/hour)          1.87                   Ref. [49](#psp412411-bib-0049){ref-type="ref"}
  Ki~CYP1A2~ (μM)                      17.7 (fu~mic~ 0.379)   Ref. [17](#psp412411-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}
  Ki~CYP2C9~ (μM)                      7.1 (fu~mic~ 0.379)    Ref. [17](#psp412411-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}
  Ki~CYP2D6~ (μM)                      0.005 (fu~mic~ 1)      Parameter estimation

B/P, blood plasma ratio; CL~add~, additional clearance; CL~bile~, biliary clearance; CLint, intrinsic clearance; CYP, cytochrome P450; fa, fraction of drug absorbed following oral administration; fu, fraction of drug unbound in plasma; fu~Gut~, fraction of drug unbound in enterocytes; fu~mic~, unbound fraction in microsomal incubation; HBD, number of hydrogen bond donors; ka, first‐order absorption rate; Ki, competitive inhibition constant; *P* ~eff~, man, human jejunum effective permeability; PSA, polar surface area; *Q* ~Gut~, blood flow in gut; Ref., reference; *V* ~ss~, volume of distribution at steady state; CYP, cytochrome P45; pKa, acid dissociation constant.
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where *k* ~deg,CYP2D6,h~ is the degradation rate of CYP2D6 in the liver, \[*I*\]~h~ is the unbound concentration of paroxetine in the portal vein, *k* ~inact~ is the maximal CYP2D6 inactivation rate of paroxetine, and *K* ~I~ is the time‐dependent inhibition (TDI) constant defined as the concentration of inhibitor reaching half *k* ~inact~. Those values were taken from the paroxetine compound file in Simcyp version 17.

The model was verified with a set of PK and DDI studies that are described in **Tables ** [**S1**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} **and** [**S2**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The contribution of CYP1A2 was verified using a DDI study with fluvoxamine in smokers.[20](#psp412411-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} To that end, the population used was healthy volunteers in which the frequency of CYP1A2 ultrarapid metabolizers (UMs) was set to 100% (CYP1A2 abundance 94 pmol/mg of microsomal proteins[21](#psp412411-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}). Because experimental CYP2D6 competitive inhibition constant (Ki~CYP2D6~) values (2--4 μM)[17](#psp412411-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#psp412411-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} resulted in a null DDI prediction, an optimized competitive inhibition constant (Ki) value of 0.005 μM was input using sensitivity analysis with available clinical data with desipramine as a victim drug[18](#psp412411-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and verified with three independent DDI trials with desipramine, tolterodine, and metoprolol[23](#psp412411-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#psp412411-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#psp412411-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} (**Table ** [**S2**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Optimization of paroxetine model {#psp412411-sec-0006}
--------------------------------

The TDI parameters of *K* ~I~ and *k* ~inact~ in the paroxetine library compound file in version 17 were modified using optimized data taking into account the hepatocyte (pH 7.4)‐to‐plasma (pH 7.0) pH gradient.[26](#psp412411-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} Briefly, the *K* ~I~ value was decreased from 0.315 to 0.067 μM, and *k* ~inact~ was increased from 10.2 to 11.55 hour^−1^.The model was verified for DDI predictions using a set of published DDI clinical trials (**Table ** [**S3**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Top‐down estimation of CYP2D6‐mediated intrinsic clearances of dextromethorphan, duloxetine, paroxetine, and fluoxetine {#psp412411-sec-0007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Dextromethorphan and dextrorphan PK profiles in healthy volunteers with different *CYP2D6* genotypes with ASs ranging from 1 to 3 were used to estimate the CYP2D6‐mediated intrinsic clearance (CLint~CYP2D6~) of dextromethorphan O‐demethylation.[27](#psp412411-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} In this study, one subject had an AS of 0.5, 14 subjects were carriers of one fully functional with one nonfunctional allele (AS1), 9 subjects were carriers of two fully functional alleles (AS2), and one subject was a carrier of two functional alleles with one duplication (AS3). The CLint~CYP2D6~ value of dextromethorphan in Simcyp version 17 is 7.275 μL/minute per mg of microsomal proteins. The parameter was refined in each of the genotypes mentioned previously to obtain a best fit with the observed concentrations using 100 iterations around 10‐fold the initial value mentioned previously, a maximum likelihood objective function, and expectation maximization as the minimization method. As clinical data were obtained in‐house,[27](#psp412411-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} covariates such as age, sex, weight, height, and *CYP2D6* genotype were taken into account for the parameter estimation.[28](#psp412411-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

Similarly, the genotype‐dependent CYP2D6‐mediated intrinsic clearance of duloxetine and paroxetine were estimated from available clinical data in AS1 and AS2 healthy volunteers[10](#psp412411-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} using the initial models' CLint~CYP2D6~ values as starting values for the parameter estimation. A total of 100 iterations around 10‐fold the initial value were interrogated, and a maximum likelihood objective function and expectation maximization as minimization method were used. As clinical data were obtained in‐house,[10](#psp412411-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} covariates such as age, sex, weight, height, and *CYP2D6* genotype were taken into account for the parameter estimation.[28](#psp412411-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}

The genotype‐dependent CYP2D6‐mediated intrinsic clearance of fluoxetine and tolterodine were similarly estimated from available clinical data in AS1 and AS2 patients[29](#psp412411-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"} using the initial library compound models' CLint~CYP2D6~ values as initial values for parameter estimation, and 100 iterations around 10‐fold the initial value were interrogated, and a maximum likelihood objective function and expectation maximization as minimization method were used.

Simulations of **GDDIs** {#psp412411-sec-0008}
------------------------

DDIs studies were simulated in different genotypes using genotype‐dependent CYP2D6‐mediated clearances of substrates and inhibitors, which were estimated as described previously. Predicted AUC ratio (AUCR) were compared with observed values. Simulated trial characteristics were the same as the observed trials, as described in **Table ** [**S4**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All simulations were run using the Healthy Volunteer population in Simcyp version 17, except for the tolterodine--fluoxetine trial for which the North European white population was used. For extensive metabolizers, including the AS1 and AS2 genotypes, the CYP2D6 phenotype distribution was set to 100% extensive metabolizers (CYP2D6 abundance in liver 8 pmol/mg of microsomal proteins). For poor metabolizers (PMs) and UMs, the CYP2D6 phenotype distribution was set to 100% PMs (i.e., absence of CYP2D6 expression in liver) and 100% UMs (CYP2D6 abundance in liver 16 pmol/mg of microsomal proteins), respectively.

Results {#psp412411-sec-0009}
=======

Duloxetine model development and verification {#psp412411-sec-0010}
---------------------------------------------

The duloxetine model was developed and validated for single‐dose and steady‐state exposure using a range of clinical trials in various populations. Based on the observed and simulated PK profiles (as presented in **Figure ** [1](#psp412411-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}), the prediction was judged satisfactory with all observed concentrations between the 5% and 95% percentiles of predicted concentrations. The contribution of CYP2D6 in the clearance of duloxetine (fm~CYP2D6~) was estimated to be 39% using Eq. [(1)](#psp412411-disp-0001){ref-type="disp-formula"} (see [the **Methods**](#psp412411-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"} section). Therefore, the contribution of CYP1A2 was estimated to be 61%, which was confirmed by a predicted mean change of duloxetine exposure in the presence of fluvoxamine in male smokers of 5.49 when compared with a mean observed AUCR of 5.6.[20](#psp412411-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Duloxetine is a moderate inhibitor of CYP2D6.[18](#psp412411-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} Using an optimized Ki value estimated from *in vivo* DDI data,[18](#psp412411-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} good DDI predictions were obtained with tolterodine, metoprolol, and desipramine, as described in **Table ** [2](#psp412411-tbl-0002){ref-type="table"}.

![Simulated vs. observed duloxetine pharmacokinetic profiles. Green lines represent mean simulated pharmacokinetic profile, and gray lines represent the 5% and 95% percentiles of model‐predicted pharmacokinetic profiles. The x‐axis represents time after drug intake (hour), and the y‐axis represents plasma concentration (ng/mL). Observed data were taken from published trials: (**a--d**)[42](#psp412411-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"} (**e, f**)[43](#psp412411-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"} (**g, h**)[44](#psp412411-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"} (**i**)[45](#psp412411-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"} and (**j**)[46](#psp412411-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}](PSP4-8-567-g001){#psp412411-fig-0001}

###### 

Simulated and observed drug--drug interactions with duloxetine

  Substrate     Substrate dose           Duloxetine dose                     Simulated AUCR[a](#psp412411-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   Observed AUCR                                               *R* ~pred/obs~   Reference study
  ------------- ------------------------ ----------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------- ---------------- ------------------------------------------------
  Tolterodine   2 mg/12 hours, 9 doses   40 mg/12 hours, 9 doses             2.85 (2.59--2.94)                                        1.71 (1.31--2.23)[a](#psp412411-note-0003){ref-type="fn"}   1.67             Ref. [16](#psp412411-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}
  Desipramine   50 mg SD at day 6        30 mg/12 hours, 20 doses            1.75 (1.62--1.78)                                        2.22 (1.95--2.51)[b](#psp412411-note-0004){ref-type="fn"}   0.79             Ref. [15](#psp412411-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}
  Metoprolol    100 mg SD at day 17      30 mg day 1 then 60 mg days 2--18   1.75 (1.66--1.82)                                        2.80 ± 0.31[c](#psp412411-note-0005){ref-type="fn"}         0.63             Ref. [19](#psp412411-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}

AUCR, ratio of the substrate area under the concentration‐time curve in the presence and absence of the inhibitor; *R* ~pred/obs~, ratio of model‐predicted mean exposure change of substrate to observed value; SD, single dose.

Geometric mean with 95% confidence interval.

Geometric mean with 90% confidence interval.

Arithmetic mean ± standard deviation.
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Paroxetine model optimization {#psp412411-sec-0011}
-----------------------------

The performance of the optimized paroxetine model was verified in terms of DDI predictions and steady‐state exposure (see **Table ** [**S5**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and **Figure ** [**S1**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The observed steady‐state PK profile was between 5% and 95% percentiles of predicted concentrations. The predicted change of exposure of CYP2D6 substrates (metoprolol, desipramine, imipramine) following paroxetine dosing were all within a twofold boundary of the observed AUCR and 62.5% restricted limits 75% to 125%.

Incorporation of genetic effect in CYP2D6‐mediated clearance of substrates and inhibitors {#psp412411-sec-0012}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CYP2D6‐mediated clearance of victim and inhibitory compounds was modified as a function of genotype following parameter estimation using available clinical data, as described in **Table ** [3](#psp412411-tbl-0003){ref-type="table"}. Using rich data from the in‐house clinical studies mentioned in [the **Methods**](#psp412411-sec-0003){ref-type="sec"} section, the CYP2D6‐mediated clearance of dextromethorphan, duloxetine, and paroxetine was 2.36‐fold, 1.2‐fold, and 1.93‐fold higher, respectively, in the AS2 subjects when compared with the AS1 subjects.

###### 

Optimized values of CYP2D6‐mediated clearance (CLint or V~max~) of model substrates and inhibitors as a function of *CYP2D6* genotype

  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Compound           Pathway           Initial value                           Genotype effect
  ------------------ ----------------- --------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------
  Dextromethorphan   O‐demethylation   CLint = 250.85 μL/minute/mg prot        AS1: −39%\
                                                                               AS2: +44%\
                                                                               AS3: +470%[a](#psp412411-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}

  Tolterodine        5‐hydroxylation   V~max~ = 317 pmol/minute/mg prot        AS0: −100%[a](#psp412411-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}\
                                                                               AS1: −74%\
                                                                               AS2: +325%

  Risperidone        9‐hydroxylation   CLint = 7.55 μL/minute/pmol CYP2D6      PM: −100%[a](#psp412411-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}\
                                                                               EM: unchanged

  Duloxetine         All               CLint = 13.33 μL/minute/CYP2D6          AS1: −31%\
                                                                               AS2: −13%

  Paroxetine         All               V~max~ = 7.28 pmol/minute/pmol CYP2D6   AS1: −18%\
                                                                               AS2: +58%

  Fluoxetine         N‐demethylation   CLint = 52.65 μL/minute/mg prot         AS0: −100%[a](#psp412411-note-0008){ref-type="fn"}\
                                                                               AS1: +293%\
                                                                               AS2: +624%
  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

AS0, activity score 0; AS1, activity score 1; AS2, activity score 2; AS3, activity score 3; CLint, intrinsic clearance; CYP2D6, cytochrome P450 2D6; EM, extensive metabolizer; PM, poor metabolizer; prot, protein; V~max~, maximal reaction velocity.

The CLint value was increased 2.9‐fold, and CYP2D6 liver abundance increased twofold.

The CLint value was unchanged, and CYP2D6 liver abundance was defined as zero.
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Simulations of **GDDIs** {#psp412411-sec-0013}
------------------------

Good predictions for GDDIs were obtained for the dextromethorphan--duloxetine interaction, with a slight overprediction (\~40%) of change of substrate exposure when compared with the observed data (**Table ** [4](#psp412411-tbl-0004){ref-type="table"}). Despite paroxetine model optimization with regard to TDI parameters, the DDI with dextromethorphan was still underpredicted. However, the effect of genotype was satisfactorily predicted, with *R* ~pred/obs~ values for the ratio of AUC increase in the AS2 subjects over the AUC increase in the AS1 subjects of 0.96 for the duloxetine‐dextromethorphan interaction and 0.71 for the paroxetine--dextromethorphan interaction.

###### 

Comparison of predicted and observed gene--drug--drug interaction trials

  Substrate          Inhibitor    CYP2D6 genotype   *n*                 AUCR              AUCR~x~/AUCR~y~   Reference study                                    
  ------------------ ------------ ----------------- ------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------------- ----------- ------ ------ ------ ------------------------------------------------
  Dextromethorphan   Duloxetine   AS1               17                  2.6 (2.5--2.7)    1.8 (1.5--2.1)    1.43              *x* = AS2   1.28   1.33   0.96   Ref. [10](#psp412411-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}
  AS2                16           3.3 (3.2--3.4)    2.4 (1.8--3.2)      1.38              *y* = AS1                                                            
  Paroxetine         AS1          17                4.7 (4.4--5.0)      8.5 (6.7--10.8)   0.56              *x* = AS2         1.22        1.72   0.71          
  AS2                16           5.8 (5.3--6.3)    14.6 (10.0--21.4)   0.40              *y* = AS1                                                            
  Tolterodine        Fluoxetine   AS0               2                   1.3 (1.3--1.40)   1.25              1.06              *x* = AS1   2.62   4.38   0.60   Ref. [29](#psp412411-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}
  AS1                4            3.4 (3.1--3.8)    5.47                0.62              *y* = AS0                                                            
  *x* = AS2          2.38         3.18              0.75                                                                                                       
  AS2                3            8.1 (7.4--8.9)    17.4                0.47              *y* = AS1                                                            
  Risperidone        Fluoxetine   PM                2                   1.4 (1.3--1.5)    1.3               1.06              *x* = EM    2.12   3.22   0.66   Ref. [50](#psp412411-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}
  EM                 7            2.9 (2.7--3.1)    4.2                 0.70              *y* = PM                                                             

AS0, activity score 0; AS1, activity score 1; AS2, activity score 2; AUCR, ratio of the substrate area under the concentration‐time curve in the presence and absence of the inhibitor; AUCR~x~/AUCR~y~, ratio of AUCR in genotype x *versus* genotype y; CYP2D6, cytochrome P450 2D6; EM, extensive metabolizer; PM, poor metabolizer; *R* ~pred/obs~, ratio of model‐predicted mean exposure change of substrate to observed value.
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A slight underprediction of fluoxetine‐mediated DDIs was obtained with the CYP2D6 substrates tolterodine and risperidone in non‐PMs, whereas good prediction was obtained in PM subjects. For fluoxetine‐mediated DDIs, the predicted impact of genetic polymorphisms was in the twofold range of observed values with systematic underprediction (*R* ~pred/obs~ of 0.60 and 0.75 for AS1/AS0 and AS2/AS1, respectively).

Discussion {#psp412411-sec-0014}
==========

In this study, we used available rich PK data with different genotypes to estimate the CYP2D6‐mediated clearance of dextromethorphan, tolterodine, duloxetine, and paroxetine from beforehand validated PBPK models and subsequently performed genotype‐dependent DDI simulations to compare with clinical DDI data.

First, a PBPK model for the moderate CYP2D6 inhibitor duloxetine was developed and validated. Good predictions for single‐dose and steady‐state exposures in different populations were obtained. The optimized model predicted well CYP1A2 contribution in hepatic clearance, as verified with a DDI trial with the potent inhibitor fluvoxamine in male smokers.[20](#psp412411-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"} Duloxetine has been shown to increase the exposure of the CYP2D6 substrates desipramine and tolterodine up to 2.9‐fold with a 60 mg twice‐daily regimen,[18](#psp412411-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [23](#psp412411-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#psp412411-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} which could not be predicted by the bottom‐up approach in Simcyp using experimental Ki values in the range of 2--4 μM.[17](#psp412411-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#psp412411-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} Instead, this value was optimized from *in vivo* DDI data with desipramine[18](#psp412411-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"} and verified with a set of independent DDI data with desipramine, metoprolol, and tolterodine.[23](#psp412411-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#psp412411-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"}, [25](#psp412411-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"} To note, the approach of using *in vivo* optimized rather than *in vitro* obtained Ki values for the modeling of DDIs was similarly performed previously with fluvoxamine and ciprofloxacine, two CYP1A2 inhibitors for which experimental Ki values resulted in the underprediction of DDIs.[30](#psp412411-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}, [31](#psp412411-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"} The reasons for the underprediction of the DDI with duloxetine from *in vitro* data remains unclear, and we present herein some possible explanations. Duloxetine has been previously described as a competitive inhibitor of CYP2D6 lacking of TDI properties,[32](#psp412411-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}, [33](#psp412411-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"} suggesting that duloxetine metabolites are not CYP2D6 inhibitors. Therefore, the underprediction of DDIs cannot be attributed to any TDI mechanism not taken into account in the model. Possible duloxetine accumulation into hepatocytes through active transport might explain the underprediction of DDI, which was not investigated in the present study. Bupropion represents another case of underprediction of CYP2D6‐mediated DDIs. Indeed, bupropion is a strong CYP2D6 inhibitor *in vivo*, which increases the exposure of desipramine by around fivefold.[34](#psp412411-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"} However, *in vitro in vivo* extrapolation fails to predict such DDIs from experimental data. Recently, Sager *et al*.[35](#psp412411-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"} showed that concomitant competitive inhibition and CYP2D6 downregulation by bupropion and its metabolites could explain the strong CYP2D6 inhibition observed *in vivo* and that taking into account the downregulation of CYP2D6 in the prediction of the DDI could improve the *in vitro in vivo* extrapolation of bupropion‐perpetrator DDIs. CYP2D6 has long been considered a noninducible enzyme. Therefore, CYP2D6 induction studies are not recommended by regulatory agencies and not systematically assessed in current drug development. However, recent studies have shown upregulation of CYP2D6 expression during pregnancy, which seems to be related to an enhanced HNF‐4α transactivation of the CYP2D6 promoter induced by the decreased expression of small heterodimer partner, a corepressor of various transcription factors, and increased expression of the Krüppel‐like factor 9, both occurring during pregnancy.[36](#psp412411-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}, [37](#psp412411-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}, [38](#psp412411-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"} As transcriptional regulation of CYP2D6 is not systematically investigated during drug development, we found no data regarding any regulation of CYP2D6 by duloxetine. Further investigation of the CYP2D6 downregulation by duloxetine may represent an interesting clue to explain the underprediction of DDIs between duloxetine and CYP2D6 substrates.

In preliminary simulations, the existing paroxetine PBPK model from Simcyp library version 17 resulted in the underprediction of paroxetine exposure with the two‐dose regimen used in the dextromethorphan--paroxetine DDI verification study[10](#psp412411-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} and therefore in the underprediction of DDIs (data not shown), which corroborates with the observed tendency toward underprediction of DDIs between paroxetine and CYP2D6 substrates that was described previously by Marsousi *et al*.[39](#psp412411-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"} Paroxetine is both a substrate and a strong time‐dependent inhibitor of CYP2D6. Therefore, the TDI parameters *K* ~I~ and *k* ~inact~ were modified to improve the predictions of both paroxetine exposure and the DDIs. Using previously optimized TDI parameters taking into account the hepatocyte‐to‐plasma pH gradient (K~I~ was reduced from 0.315 to 0.067 μM, and *k* ~inact~ was increased from 10.2 to 11.55 hour^−1^),[26](#psp412411-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} we obtained better DDI predictions than previously reported with the Simcyp library model (**Table ** [**S5**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the multiple dosing exposure was well recovered as shown in **Figure ** [**S1**](#psp412411-sup-0001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, improving confidence in the paroxetine model for the further evaluation of GDDIs. We decided to optimize the paroxetine model by modifying the TDI parameters Ki and *k* ~inact~ because DDI underestimation was linked with an underprediction of paroxetine exposure as well. In the model optimization part of the study, modifying the TDI parameters permitted better recovery of both the paroxetine exposure and magnitude of DDIs. Unfortunately, when simulating the in‐house data in which only two close doses of paroxetine were given, an underprediction of the DDI was observed. It is possible that the optimized paroxetine model was only working at steady state and did not capture well the paroxetine single dose. Another parameter difficult to accurately obtain is the intrahepatocyte concentration of the inhibitor that could accumulate through active transport.

At the beginning of the present study, we considered introducing genetic effect in the clearance of CYP2D6 substrates by either playing on CYP2D6 liver abundance or on CYP2D6 enzyme kinetics. In PMs, the CYP2D6 protein is absent[26](#psp412411-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"} and therefore the CYP2D6 abundance of PM subjects is set to zero. However, immunologic and proteomic studies failed to demonstrate a difference in the amounts of CYP2D6 between activity scores 0.5 to 2,[22](#psp412411-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, [41](#psp412411-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"} which seems to be mostly related to the high interindividual variability, even within a same genotype. Therefore, there was no evidence supporting a change of functional CYP2D6 abundance for non‐PM genotypes, and we rather decided to incorporate the effect of genetic polymorphisms on CYP2D6 enzyme kinetics data (intrinsic clearance (CLint) or maximal reaction velocity (V~max~)). CLint represents the ratio of V~max~ over the affinity constant Km. If the affinity constant is not affected by genetic polymorphism, the effect of modifying V~max~ or CLint is the same. However, it is true that using K~m~ and V~max~ provides additional information on saturation of the enzyme. The decision of playing with either V~max~ of CLint was based on which parameter was informed in the initial model from the Simcyp database.

We used the full 0--8‐hour PK profiles of dextromethorphan and its metabolite dextrorphan obtained from a previous clinical trial in our group[27](#psp412411-bib-0027){ref-type="ref"} to estimate the CYP2D6‐mediated O‐demethylation CLint in AS1, AS2, and AS3 subjects using individual fitting. Similarly, we used the full PK profiles of duloxetine and paroxetine, both being CYP2D6 substrates as well, from another clinical trial in AS1 and AS2 subjects[10](#psp412411-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"} to estimate their CYP2D6‐mediated clearance. This approach allowed a good prediction of the genetic effect on the extent of DDI between dextromethorphan and paroxetine or duloxetine, although better prediction was obtained with duloxetine when compared with paroxetine. In contrast to duloxetine, whose fm~CYP2D6~ is around 40%, paroxetine is importantly metabolized by CYP2D6 (fm~CYP2D6~ \> 90%). Therefore, *CYP2D6* genetic polymorphisms affects the enzyme contribution in the clearance of both the victim and the inhibitor drugs, therefore adding uncertainty in both inhibitor exposure and victim drug clearance, which might explain the lower predictive performance with paroxetine.

Similar to paroxetine, we observed an underprediction of fluoxetine‐perpetrated DDIs in non‐PM subjects, which might be attributable to the CYP2D6‐mediated clearance of the inhibitor. It should be noted that fluoxetine CYP2D6‐mediated clearance in AS1 and AS2 genotypes was estimated using single fluoxetine through concentration at steady state in a limited number of individuals (only four AS1 and three AS2). It is also interesting to note that fluoxetine is a weak CYP3A4 inhibitor, which explains why the AUCR is higher than one in CYP2D6 PMs. Indeed, the contribution of CYP3A4 in tolterodine and risperidone clearance is increased in subjects lacking CYP2D6, thus resulting in significant DDIs in the presence of even weak CYP3A4 inhibitors mainly cleared by CYP2D6. The authors refer the reader to Vieira *et al*.[13](#psp412411-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} for an insightful discussion about the impact of both comedication and genetic polymorphism on the exposure of drugs undergoing multiple clearance pathways.

Overall, both predictions and observations converged toward the following rule: the higher the activity of CYP2D6, the higher will be the extent of interaction. Indeed, the extent of DDIs is highly dependent on the contribution of the inhibited enzyme, and the higher the activity of CYP2D6 the higher is the contribution of the enzyme in the clearance of the substrate. However, it must be emphasized that numerous CYP2D6 inhibitors, including paroxetine and fluoxetine, are mainly metabolized by CYP2D6 and therefore are also more rapidly eliminated when CYP2D6 activity increases, which has an impact on the extent of DDIs. As illustrated in **Figure ** [2](#psp412411-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, the extent of a DDI (AUCR) increases as long as the fm~CYP2D6~ of the substrate increases and might then diminish when the latter saturates, in which case the concentration of the inhibitor becomes a major determinant.

![Sensitivity analysis of CYP2D6‐mediated clearance of both victim and inhibitors drugs on the extent of drug--drug interactions. AUC, area under the curve; CLint, intrinsic clearance; CYP, cytochrome P450; V~max~, maximal velocity.](PSP4-8-567-g002){#psp412411-fig-0002}

Perspectives {#psp412411-sec-0015}
============

PBPK modeling represents a promising approach to predict the combined effect of multiple intrinsic and/or extrinsic factors affecting drug PK. The extent and clinical impact of DDIs are of huge interindividual variability and poor predictability. Integrating PBPK modeling in advanced computerized physician order entry systems to predict the extent of DDIs as a function of different intrinsic factors, such as age, concomitant medications, organ impairment, and genetic polymorphisms, might help targeting individuals at high risk of clinically significant DDIs to which treatment optimization might be proposed. Previously, the PBPK approach was proposed by Patel *et al*.^14^ to predict the effect of both race and genotype on drug exposure. Similarly, Vieira *et al*.^13^ obtained good predictions with PBPK modeling for GDDIs involving drugs with multiple clearance pathways. In this article, we obtained good predictions for the dextromethorphan--duloxetine and the dextromethorphan--paroxetine DDIs in AS1 and AS2 subjects using available rich data from a dedicated GDDI clinical trial in those subjects. However, further optimization of initial PBPK models for the TDI inhibitors paroxetine and fluoxetine appears necessary based on the underestimation of DDIs observed in our study. Indeed, it is only if initial PBPK models are optimized and verified that they can further be used to predict more complex DDIs. Based on these results, we suggest a workflow as depicted in **Figure ** [3](#psp412411-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}. First, PBPK models are developed using available *in vitro* (bottom‐up approach) and clinical data if available (top‐down approach) and validated with a range of clinical data, including DDI studies. Available rich PK data for substrates and inhibitors from genetic studies performed during clinical development serve as a basis for the top‐down estimation of CYP2D6‐mediated clearance in different genotypes to incorporate the effect of genotype in their clearance. *In vitro* kinetic experiments in genotyped human liver microsomes might also represent an alternative approach, provided sufficient sample size to account for the high interindividual variability. Finally, GDDIs can be simulated to detect individuals at risk of clinically significant DDIs.

![Study workflow. In a first step, physiologically‐based pharmacokinetic (PBPK) models for substrates and inhibitors were built, optimized, or used unchanged from verified library compounds in Simcyp version 17. In a second step, the *Cytochrome P450 2D6 (CYP2D6)* genotype‐dependent CYP2D6‐mediated clearance of substrate and inhibitors were estimated from existing *in vivo* data in humans. Then the third step consisted in the simulations of genotype‐dependent drug--drug interactions (DDIs) to compare with existing DDI trials.](PSP4-8-567-g003){#psp412411-fig-0003}

In summary, our work demonstrates that PBPK modeling might represent a promising approach to predict the effect of genetic polymorphisms on the extent of DDIs, provided good predictive performance of the initial models and proper evaluation of the genetic effect in the exposure of substrates and inhibitors.
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**Figure S1**. Observed vs. simulated paroxetine steady‐state exposure. A total of 10 trials of nine healthy male CYP2D6 extensive metabolizers (age range 20--30 years) were simulated and compared with published data.

**Table S1.** Characteristics of simulated trials used for duloxetine PK model verification.

**Table S2.** Characteristics of simulated trials used for duloxetine DDI model verification.

**Table S3.** Characteristics of simulated trials used for modified paroxetine DDI model verification.

**Table S4.** Characteristics of simulated GDDI trials.

**Table S5**. Characteristics of simulated trials used for modified paroxetine DDI model verification.

**Data S2.** Supplementary material references.
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**Data S1.** Data set: input model parameters.
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